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SCRAP AT RHINEBECK: Recent donor contributions sent our film crew to the Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome in Rhinebeck, NY, where we spent a day filming French, English and German aircraft in flight.

ANSWERING THE CALL
Thanks
to the generosity of our growing squadron of
The Perkin Fund
donors, we have been able to build a website dedicated
S
to the First Yale Unit and film in New York, New England,
Yale and the Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome. Our donors have
Squadron Leaders
enabled us to conduct research at Yale, The National
Steve Davis
Naval Aviation Museum and the National Archives. But
Daniel Davison
there is much work to be done in a short amount of time
Larry & Lou Frost
to complete the film for the Navy’s Centennial of Naval
George M. L. Gould Aviation celebration in 2011! We are talking with supporters and relatives of the First Yale Unit who are interested
Mary & Ken King
in supporting this project with gifts ranging from $500
Richard H. L awrence Jr.
to $100,000. We have been successful in raising over
Mrs. Robert S. Lovett II
$40,000 to date, but we need to close the funding gap
Peter & Sunny Toulmin in order to produce a film worthy of our cherished Yale
Unit! Our goal is to raise $400,000 to complete the film.
S
With this funding we will be able to hire a full time staff of
Chief Pilots
professional filmmakers to do the research and production
that needs to be done to hit theaters and television
John D.B. Gould
screens
with this amazing story next year.
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David S. Ingalls
David S. Ingalls (seen here on the left with
Lt. Edward O. McDonnell) joined the First
Yale Unit at seventeen even though he
was too young to enlist in the Navy at the
time. With his fearless flying style, Ingalls
was dubbed the “Baby Daredevil”.
Upon earning his wings, Ingalls was bound
for Europe less than seven weeks later
where the Sopwith Camel became his
favorite plane to fly. Ingalls and Kenney
MacLeish were assigned bombing runs on
the Zeebrugge Mole before being pulled
by Robert Lovett for the Northern Bombing Group. When the Marines took over
Lovett’s day-bombing operations, Ingalls
returned to Dunkirk and was later reassigned to No. 213 squadron at Bergues
where he began the greatest string of air
combat victories of any American Navy
pilot in WWI. Ingalls flew 110 hours in a
six week period, had five confirmed kills,
and was the only verified Naval Ace of
the Great War, all before his twentieth
birthday.
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NAVAL AVIATION SYMPOSIUM
by Darroch Greer

Ron and Darroch attended the 24th annual symposium at the National Naval Aviation Museum in
Pensacola, Florida, this past May. The first day of the
event offered two sessions: “Genesis: The Birth of
Naval Aviation (1898-1914)” and “Answering the Call:
Naval Aviation’s Dynamic Expansion for the Great
War.” The second session featured Marc Wortman,
author of The Millionaires’ Unit – The Aristocratic
Flyboys Who Fought the Great War and Invented
American Air Power, as one of the guest speakers,
and Ron and Darroch wanted to make sure they had
front row seats.
Also in attendance that day were three grandsons of
members of the First Yale Unit. Ron is the grandson
of John Vorys, Naval Aviator #73. The Reverend
Erl G. “Puck” Purnell, grandson of Erl Gould, Naval
Aviator #68, came down from Connecticut, and Mike
Davison, grandson of both Trubee Davison and Dave
Ingalls, Naval Aviator #88, flew himself over from Atlanta. Harry Davison, grandson of Trubee and Mike’s
cousin, just missed the reunion because of a business meeting on Florida’s Atlantic coast.
The National Naval Aviation Museum is not only a
spectacular showcase for the wealth of history they
lovingly preserve, but the staff could not have been
more gracious or welcoming to our filmmaking team.
Colonel Denis J. “Deej” Kiely, USMC (Ret), a former
director of the Naval Aviation Museum Foundation,
and coordinator of the symposium, gave us a display table under the wing of the historic NC 4, the
first aircraft to cross the Atlantic, in 1918. We spent
a lovely day and evening engaging people with the
story of the First Yale Unit between the sessions of
the symposium. Col. Kiely moderated the first panel,
which included Dr. Tom Crouch, Senior Curator of
Aeronautics at the National Air and Space Museum,
Captain Richard Dann, USNR and Executive Director
of the Naval Aviation Centennial, Mr. Trafford Doherty,
Executive Director of the Glenn H. Curtiss Museum,
and Captain Richard Knott, USN (Ret), a respected
writer and historian of naval aviation history.
The afternoon panel was moderated by author, analyst, and historian Norman Polmar. The panelists
were Dr. Geoffrey Rossano, editor of the letters of
Kenneth MacLeish and an expert on Naval Aviation
activities in Europe during WWI, Mr. Tom Wildenberg,
an award-winning author whose focus is naval history’s Golden Age, Dr. William Trimble, biographer

of Glenn Curtiss and a history professor at Auburn
University, and our own Marc Wortman, whose
second book, The Bonfire: The Siege and Burning of
Atlanta, was just released at the end of last year. If
that weren’t enough, Neil Armstrong was the guest
speaker at the banquet and was enshrined in the Hall
of Honor at the Museum. Needless to say, we made
contact with almost everybody.
The panelists painted a rich story of a country struggling with growing pains in a new and industrialized
world order. There was little aviation to speak of
when the United States entered the war. Our military
had only 55 training aircraft and some 26 qualified pilots when congress declared war on Germany in April
1917. Naval aviation was able to ramp up for the
war effort from virtually zero to 6,716 officers, 30,000
enlisted men, and 2,000 aircraft by war’s end a year
and a half later. This was achieved, to a large degree,
because of the privately funded and trained First Yale
Unit. They became the officers and were spread
throughout the program, as they were among the few
that had any experience and qualifications.
Our research trip would not have been complete
without a visit to the library. We scanned several
large-format photographs from the Erl Gould Collection there, a few of which we had never seen before.
We found several images of Dave Ingalls (being the
only naval “ace” of WWI, he still cuts quite a figure
at the Museum), and accounts by Wellesley Laud
Brown, Naval Aviator #65.5, including a flight log, a
travel report signed by John Vorys in his roll as Acting
Commander at Huntington NAS, and “A Brief Outline
of the Career of the First Yale Unit Established by
Lieutenant (j.g.) Trubee Davison.” Brown outlines the
duties and assignments of the members of the Unit,
both stateside and abroad. “During the war, every
United States aviation station in England, France and

The documentary display table set up beneath the historic wings of the NC 4, the
first aircraft to cross the Atlantic in 1918.
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Italy, at some period, had a member or members of
the Unit in it.” While working at the library, we were
also gratified to find print-outs from our own Millionaires’ Unit website on file in the research stacks.
A trip to this impressive museum is highly recommended. And, yes, the First Yale Unit has its own
display – including Erl Gould’s fur-lined flight helmet –
right next to the Curtiss F-boat. We can also happily
report that the weather was mild, the beaches beautiful, and the oysters scrumptious.
SHOOTING WORLD WAR ONE PLANES
by Darroch Greer

Aeromarine 39B and Sopwith Snipe – to Warner Bros.
for William Wellman’s 1958 production of The Lafayette Escadrille. (Director Wellman had been a member of the Lafayette Flying Corps and this was his last
film.) With the money Palen made from the rental, he
bought an old farm with a barn outside of Rhinebeck,
New York, in the picturesque Hudson River Valley.
Cole Palen passed away in 1993, but left a foundation and a legacy that is ably carried on today. Hugh
Schoelzel helped grease the tracks for the shoot.
When we arrived this past June 17th, we were
greeted by Air Show Director Ron Anderson. Anderson met Palen in 1962 when he was 15 years old.
Two years later he took his first flight and has never
looked back. Also on hand to make our shoot come
true was Chief Pilot Bill Gordon. A more amiable and
relaxed air crew we could not have hoped for.

Ron and Darroch have long discussed the role World
War One aircraft will play in The Millionaires’ Unit
documentary. The planes of WWI are beautifully
simple and utilitarian machines. The goal has long
been to give the audience an understanding of what
We hired our first director of photography for this
it took to fly these planes,
shoot. Steve Miles is a
and a taste of the immediveteran cinematographer
ate experience for Ingalls,
whose work we had adMacLeish, Gates, et al. in
mired on One Six Right, the
the cockpits of these singledocumentary on Southseater fighters. The more
ern California’s Van Nuys
practical point, however,
Airport. Steve knows his
has been how to find these
way around planes, which
planes and how to shoot
was important, because we
them. Of particular concern
planned to put him up in
is the expense of insuring
the open cockpit of a StanFokker DVII flown by Chief Pilot Bill Gordon at Rhinebeck.
the planes, the pilots, and
dard D-25 biplane. Unforthe shoot – not to mention
tunately, the climbing harness he thoughtfully packed
hiring skilled pilots and photographers to get the film
for safety was with his luggage, which had been lost
off the ground, so to speak. The Perkin Fund, from
by the airline, but our grip and rigger, Scott Buckler,
whom we received a generous grant in May, came
lashed Steve in, and we were ready for the first of
through for us.
four proposed flights.
The Old Rhinebeck Aerodrome is well-known to fans
There had been thundershowers earlier that morning,
of WWI aviation for putting on flying shows every
and we were a little anxious. We had rented equipweekend in the summer with WWI replica planes.
ment and paid for the insurance for that day. Would
The Aerodrome was started in 1960 by James Henry
there be too much wind or too much rain? We had
“Cole” Palen, a WWI aviation aficionado who spent
invested time and money and didn’t want to go
his life savings in 1951 to rescue the vintage planes
home empty-handed. As it turned out, we could not
from the small museum at Roosevelt Field, Long
have been luckier. We had clouds in the sky, which
Island, which was closed to build a shopping cenare important when filming to gauge the movement
ter. (Not incidentally, Roosevelt Field was named for
and speed of the planes. We had dark clouds and
Quentin Roosevelt, son of the 26th president and a
patches of blue for a variety of moods. Best of all,
friend of Trubee Davison, who trained with the First
the wind kept to a minimum as the sky constantly
Yale Unit for a short time before going into the Army
changed.
Air Service. He was killed in action as a WWI pilot).
We had a conference with everyone involved, wet
Setting a precedent of which we were happy to avail
ourselves, Palen rented out his newly acquired planes our fingers to the wind, then shook hands and took
– a SPAD XIII, Avro 504K, Curtiss Jenny, Standard J-l, off. Ron King would be shooting from the ground.
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Ron Anderson piloted the D-25 from the pilot’s seat,
with Steve in the front, open cockpit, which is usually used to treat four passengers to joy rides. Steve
was tied in and with his camera hand-held. The best
angles would be shooting out the rear of the plane
to capture the pursuing aircraft between the two
wings of the pilot plane and on the right or left of the
tail. They took off first, followed by Bill Gordon in the
German Albatros D.Va. Steve got his “air legs” and
found the best way to use the camera. After just
under 20 minutes – the length of time to burn through
a tank of fuel in a WWI plane – they were back on
the ground refueling and examining the footage on a
monitor. Steve showed the footage to the pilots, and
they discussed how to improve their coordination for
the next flight.

Photo Courtesy Emil Buehler Naval Aviation Library

First Yale Unit instructor David McCullogh (left) stands next to Al Ames,
two unidentified men, Trubee Davison and Erl Gould (right). Knickerbockers were the height of fashion for young men at the time.

Next, Gordon flew a Fokker D.VII. This was followed
of defending the U.S. coast. They would become the
by Gordon piloting the camera plane, and Anderson
first volunteer civilian flyers in a string of defensive
taking up a French Spad VII. Not only is the Spad
air stations to be situated every 100 miles along the
Anderson’s Allied plane of choice, this model has a
eastern seaboard. This visionary strategy was first
modern engine and is capable of nimble maneuvers
proposed by explorer and Rear Admiral Robert E.
more typical of the fighters of the time but with the
Peary and promoted by the leadership of the Aero
ability to do them safely. On the fourth flight, AnderClub of America. Initially known as the Aerial Coast
son was back in the D-25, with Gordon in a Fokker
Patrol Unit Number 1, the young aviators were soon
Dr.I . This is the tri-plane of Red Baron fame. Perbranded in more simple terms: The First Yale Unit.
haps the best was saved for last when both cameraThe plan was to organize and begin training at Peamen shot from the ground, and Anderson and Gorcock Point. From the start, the Davison family weldon, respectively in the Fokker Dr.I and the Spad VII,
comed the young men into their home, which besimulated a dogfight in the skies above Rhinebeck.
came their billet as they learned to fly in nearby Port
Both pilots did brief interviews for the film, as well as
a young, local historian, Mark Mondello. It was a very Washington. On that first summer, when their flying
full day’s work – over ten hours – and Ron and I were lessons were done each day, the aviators aimed to
very satisfied that we got the most bang for our buck. enjoy themselves as much as possible – and what
better place to enjoy life than Peacock Point?
As far as we have seen, no documentary has been
Recently I re-read one of my grandfather’s letters
able to cover as much air to air flying in WWI aircraft
from that period and learned that the unit had wanted
as the crew of The Millionaires’ Unit. Insurance and
to show their appreciation for everything the Daviweather are daunting hurtles, and our preparation
and luck have so far paid off. Thank you again to the
Perkin Fund and to the gallant team at Rhinebeck.
The audience will be the beneficiaries in the near future on a screen near you!
PEACOCK POINT, LONG ISLAND - THEN AND NOW
by Ron King

In the summer of 1916, twelve aviators-in-training
threw a party at Peacock Point. This group of mostly
Yale undergrads, including my grandfather, John
Vorys, had arrived only four weeks earlier at the invitation of their classmate, F. Trubee Davison. Davison and fellow Yale classmates Al Ames and Bob
Lovett were organizing a flying unit for the purpose

The “Big House” at Peacock Point as it would have appeared to the first
members of the Yale Unit when they arrived for flight training in 1916.
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sons had done for them, and so they threw a surprise
clam-bake! Here’s an excerpt from Vorys’ letter to his
mother describing the events of August 13, 1916 at
Peacock Point:
In the evening we had the Clam-bake. We had 32
people altogether and served clams, lobster, chicken, sweet corn, sweet & Irish potatoes, ice cream
cake & coffee! I didn’t touch any seafood but even
those who took clams, lobster & ice cream suffered
no ill effects. It certainly will get them in the after
life, tho.
During and after the dinner six Hawaiians sang
and played. They were; 2 from the Ziegfeld Follies & 4 from the Bird of Paradise. The leader had
a very good song of his own composition. It was
full moon-light and we danced in the pergola, and
took a swim with the Hawaiians afterward. It was
a good party. Much better than I expected and the
Davisons were pleased, I think, although it was
about as much of a surprise as Hughes’ Notification. [Charles Evans Hughes was the 1916 GOP
Presidential Candidate.]
This spring, Darroch Greer and I received an invitation to Peacock Point by email from Henry P. Davison
II (better known as Harry), youngest grandchild of F.
Trubee Davison and fellow producer of The Millionaires’ Unit. The Davisons were planning to celebrate
the centennial of their family homestead. We accepted without hesitation and quickly planned our travel
from Los Angeles to Long Island. On June 19th, I
found myself at the same spot where my grandfather
had been summoned, ninety-four years ago, for the
birth of the First Yale Unit. Less than 30 minutes after
our arrival at the event, I was drafted to film a flyby by
Mike Davison, grandson of both Trubee Davison and
David Ingalls, with Darroch a willing passenger. I set
up my camera on the beach where Trubee had once
piloted the Mary Ann and waited for Mike and Darroch. The sound of Mike’s Piper Mirage burst across
Long Island Sound, and Mike and Darroch made several passes directly over the pergola where my grandfather and his friends had danced so many years ago.
After the excitement of the flyby, we met many members of the extended Davison family and friends at
the poolside barbeque including descendents of
other Yale Unit members. As the afternoon drifted
toward evening, the guests enjoyed the pool and
lawn games while I found myself once more trolling
the historic estate in search of details to film for the
documentary. I soon caught wind of the entire assembly of families being corralled by Harry Davison

Photo Ron King

Members of the extended Davison family and friends gather on the lawns
of Peacock Point to celebrate 100 years of family heritage.

and the official photographer to have their group
photographs taken on the lawn and up in a tree. It
was in the midst of capturing some of the photography session that I was introduced by Katusha Davison (Harry’s mother) to Jane Ingalls Davison (Mike’s
mother) and also Rose Parsons Lynch a second
cousin of Danny Davison (son of Trubee and Harry’s
father). How would I ever remember them all? Luckily
everyone had name tags.
In the evening, after changing into more formal attire
and finally putting down my camera (I thought), we
joined the assemblage at an oyster bar set up right
next to the pergola, which hardly showed its age after
nearly 100 years of existence. We were serenaded by
a group of musicians who played numbers infused
with a calypso feel. A full group photograph was
taken, and soon enough we were called to dinner. As
I approached the dining tent in anticipation of sitting
down for a few moments, Darroch rushed up to me
and said “you have to get your camera to record the
speeches! They say Danny is a really great speaker
and you have to capture this!” “Sure thing,” I said

Mike Davison, grandson of both F. Trubee Davison and David S. Ingalls was
interviewed at Peacock Point. An active pilot himself, Mike provided first
hand knowledge of critical skills needed to be a successful aviator. He also
spoke of the myriad challenges confronted by pilots flying open cockpit
aircraft in the Great War.
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in his life on the Yale campus than he did in the Yale
and hustled back to reassemble the tripod and camclassroom.”
era. During dinner I actually did have a chance to sit
down and meet my table mates and have an extendThe visit to the old Yale campus was a welcome last
ed chat with Jane Ingalls Davison before returning to
minute addition to the shooting schedule the filmmy duties at the controls of the video camera. The inmakers completed in June and they plan to return for
formal speeches didn’t disappoint and included many
more extensive filming and additional research at the
humorous tales of childhood adventure at Peacock
Sterling Memorial Library. The library contains the all
Point. We were also treated to a Houdini-like escape
important resource of the F. Trubee Davison Papers,
from a locked black canvas bag. As the evening
an audio recording of a radio version of the Yale Unit
wound to a close, Harry Davison made an announcestory from the 1940’s and a substantial photographic
ment and we screened a few clips from the docurecord of campus activities including sports, clubs
mentary including shots from the Rhinebeck footage
and student life in 1916.
of WWI replica aircraft in flight that we’d filmed two
PRODUCTION PLANS
days earlier (see related article “Shooting World War
One Planes” on page 3).
by Darroch Greer
But the celebration was not quite over. The next day
we attended a special church service and then an
honorary memorial visit to the Locust Valley Cemetery and the Davison family plot where, surrounded
by family and friends, Danny led a heartfelt prayer in
memory of those who had made Peacock Point possible.
FROM SAND TO SKY
by Jeanette Hacker

While at Peacock Point in June, on Sunday afternoon
after the church service and gathering at the Davison
family plot at the Locust Valley Cemetery, we had the
opportunity to interview Mike Davison at Harry and
Kristina’s house. Mike is proof of the strong bonds
forged in the crucible of the First Yale Unit. His
mother, Jane Ingalls, is David Ingalls’ daughter, and
his father was Trubee Davison’s second son, Endicott Davison. Mike is therefore the grandson of two
members of the First Yale Unit, as well as nephew to
Danny and cousin to Harry. He
is also the only active pilot in
the family and seems to have
much of the same gusto and
bravado ascribed to his naval
ace grandfather.

In the early years of the 20th
century, on the second Tuesday in May, Yale juniors assembled on an open lawn to
find out if they did enough for
Yale to be inducted into one of
the three secret senior societBesides giving us vivid memoies on campus. Did they show
ries of his daredevil grandfather
enough “sand”? The filmmakDave Ingalls, Mike supplied a
ers, along with Dr. Marc Wortkey element to the film with
Photo Ron King
man, author of The Millionaires’
his interview: that of the pilot
Steve Miles shoots the statue of Nathan Hale on the old
Unit: The Aristocratic Flyboys
who understands what it might
Yale campus while filmmaker Darroch Greer confers with
Who Fought the Great War and author Marc Wortman.
have been like to fly planes in
Invented American Air Power,
World War One. To that end,
went back to the stomping grounds of the First Yale
Ron and I are setting up our next round of interviews
Unit and filmed where the legendary Tap Day was
for the fall, some of whom we met in Pensacola. One
performed. They also visited other historical sites
is with a WWI aviation historian who collects, builds,
on the Old Campus such as Battell Chapel, Woolsey
and flies exact replica single-seater World War One
Hall, and the locked facade of Skull & Bones. Beplanes. Another is an historian who has done the
fore they departed, an interview with Wortman was
most comprehensive research into the navy’s activiconducted in an old classroom from the era, where
ties overseas during the Great War. We are also planhe expressed that Yale had different interests than
ning to meet with and interview active navy officers
it does today. “In the era leading up to World War
who specialize in history and are busy making plans
I, academics took very much a second place within
for next year’s Naval Aviation Centennial.
the life of the university…Yale was a place in which a
On a sad note, the Director of Flight Operations at
young man came to do more, to prove himself more
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the Curtiss Museum in Hammondsport, New York,
crashed while flying the museum’s replica Albany
Flyer on June 18th. We met Jim Poel in May in Pensacola at the naval aviation symposium. Reportedly,
Jim’s recovery is slow but steady, and he is home
from the hospital. As Glenn Curtiss was as much the
father of flight as the Wright Brothers, and certainly
more so for the navy, we had initiated plans to visit
the museum in Hammondsport to document the
foundation of our story. Curtiss met with the FYU at
Yale, and was a major influence on both the navy and

the Unit. We wish Jim a speedy recovery and hope
to see him in the spring.
All to say, we have a front-loaded production calendar to complete some ten interviews this fall in order
to have a version of our film finished for May 1, 2011,
to help kick off the centennial of naval aviation back
at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola.
Please send a tax-deductible contribution today to
keep the production moving!

IN MEMORIAM

We learned as we went to press the sad news of the passing of Daniel P. Davison,
son of F. Trubee Davison, and father of our fellow producer Harry Davison on Wednesday,
August 25th. He was 85. Danny served as the Honorary Chairman of the advisory committee for the production of The Millionaires’ Unit documentary, and he was the very first
person to have faith in our project with a donation. Danny seemed to feel a special kinship
with Ron, whose grandfather John Vorys was a close friend of Danny’s father. Luckily, we
got to show Danny a cut of our five minute promo film when we visited Peacock Point in
June. We will write more about Danny in our next issue. He will be missed a great deal,
and we extend our most profound sympathies to his family and friends.
DG
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